
 

 

 

 
HOME LEARNING 

Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde By Robert Louis Stevenson 

 
Subject: ENGLISH YEAR 11 – MRS NORTH 
Time: 50 minutes 
Learning Objective: I can understand the text. I can write a diary entry. 
 
Task 1: CHARACTERS 
Can you match the character with their description? 

1. Mr Enfield A) Dr Jekyll’s butler 

2. Mr Utterson B) A conventional and respectable doctor 

3. Dr Jekyll C) A lawyer and old friend of Dr Jekyll 

4. Dr Lanyon D) A well-known man about town and the complete opposite to Mr 
Utterson 

5. Mr Hyde E) A wealthy doctor known for being experimental and erratic  

6. Poole F) A small, vicious and violent man 

 
Task 2: FILL IN THE GAPS 
 
Fill in the blanks to test your knowledge on what happens in each chapter  
Utterson visits Henry Jekyll who, looking _____________, tells him that he’s finished 
with_______________. He shows Utterson a letter written by Hyde which says that Hyde has 
___________ and won’t be caught. Hyde says that he is ___________ of Jekyll’s generosity. Utterson is 
pleased to read the letter, but then learns from Poole the butler that no-one has delivered a 
_____________ to the house. He shows the letter to a ____________ expert, Mr Guest, who says that 
the letter is written in Jekyll’s hand-writing, only the slope of the writing is different. Utterson is 
horrified that Jekyll would _______________ a letter for a murderer.  
 

unworthy          Hyde        hand-writing       
escaped         letter         forge          deathly ill 

 
Task 3: DIARY WRITING 
Imagine you are Poole and you write a diary every night. Write in it what happened the day that Mr 
Utterson came to see Dr Jekyll in the room over the laboratory. Also add how he felt and what he 
thought about the situation. 
 
Save your work: 
If you are using a computer, open a blank document to do your work (you can use Word or Publisher). Don’t forget to SAVE 
it with your name, the lesson you are doing and the date. 
For example: T.Smith Maths 8 April 
If you would like us to see or mark your work please email it or send a photo of your completed work to: 
anorth@glebe.bromley.sch.uk  Thank you 
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